
Digital transformation  
strategies  
for the steel industry



MORE  
THAN 

Industry trends 
and impacts
Adapting in a constantly
changing market
Steel producers today are dealing with a myriad 
of challenges. The market is being made even 
more complex by trade wars, an aging workforce 
is closely approaching retirement and the 
market is still expressing overcapacity concerns. 
And an industry already rapidly changing on 
the heels of the next technological revolution 
was only exacerbated by a global pandemic. 

The good news? Demand is picking up faster 
than expected and financial ratings are more 
stable than five years ago. And while it may still 
take until 2022 for industrial activity to return to 
pre-pandemic levels, the rebound the industry 
is seeing provides an improved outlook.

The steel landscape continues to grow 
increasingly complex as the industry works to 
meet theses challenges. Steel companies are 
shifting the ways in which they do business. 
What worked a decade ago no longer works 
in the current environment. Only those 
companies working to reposition to better 
address challenges and take advantage of 
new opportunities will reap the benefits.

Sources: Nippon Steel, OECD , CDP (Carbon 
Disclosure Project), AMM, S&P Global
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Strategies for steel companies to meet challenges
While the challenges facing the industry are significant, steel companies have options to mitigating 
the associated risks. By focusing on strategic, action-oriented responses to trends and implications, 
steel companies can get ahead of setbacks. Reaction-oriented responses often occur too late and 
expose metals companies to unnecessary risks.

Excess capacity,  
oversupply and  

competitive environment 

Maximizing plant  
performance combined 

with minimized  
maintenance costs

High raw material/ 
energy costs

Process efficiency /  
scrap and alternative 
fuels (ex. hydrogen) 

 Decarbonization /  
circular economy

Invest in expanding  
production capacity of  
special steel and with  

flexible production planning 

Demand for new  
steel products 

Leverage technology  
making the workplace 

more attractive and safer

Changing workforce 
demographics

STRATEGIC OPTIONS
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From strategies to solutions
Turn your strategic concepts to realistic solutions

The Connected Steel Plant links business, processes, assets and people to provide a holistic 
view of your entire operation. View contextualized asset information, optimize operations to 

deliver savings and reduce downtime by smartly managing your maintenance activities. 
See how the Connected Steel Plant is helping customers achieve this and more.

THE CONNECTED STEEL PLANT

Asset performance 
management 

Monitor and predict when  
an asset is about to fail  

and autonomously  
manage maintenance  

activities 

Process efficiency 
Automate processes and  
equipment and optimize  
operations while saving  

energy, water and  
reducing emissions   

Raw material to  
market integration

Supporting and automating 
business decisions based 
on reliable and contextual 

information around  
production, assets and  

inventory
   

Connected worker 
Digital technologies for  
remote collaboration,  

knowledge transfer  
and mobility
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The connected steel at work
The connected steel can improve all areas of operations

RAW MATERIAL TO MARKET INTEGRATION 
An integrated operations center brings all the information to one 
centralized location. Access production performance, order and quality 
management and track and trace products and materials easily.

CONNECTED WORKER
Empower and support your workforce through tools like remote  
support and expert capture that puts veteran knowledge  
at in your workers’ hands.

PROCESS EFFICIENCY
Focus on process control and optimization from your coke and  
sintering areas to your casting, rolling and finishing lines.

ASSET PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
Keep an eye on your material handling assets and be notified of an issue 
before a dangerous breakdown occurs.
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Enabling technologies
Rockwell Automation solutions use the latest and greatest in digital technology tools to solve your business challenges. 
The strength of technology that companies are focusing on today – digital twin, IoT platform, extended reality, artificial 
intelligence, predictive analytics and more — doesn’t lie in the technologies individually. The value stems from how 
companies integrate technology to transform the business and how you work

INTEGRATED  
OPERATION  
CENTER

PLANT Extended  
reality
Mobility, VR and AR 
technologies enhance 
situational awareness 
of field workers

Artificial  
intelligence
To support workers 
in the processes of 
problem solving

Predictive  
analytics
Identify potential quality 
and downtime events 
before they occur

Smart  
sensors
Monitor conditions 
such as temperature, 
vibration, emissions 
levels and particulate 
matter

Autonomous 
equipment
Make decisions in 
a process without 
the need for human 
intervention

Digital twin
Representation of a 
physical entity or system 
across its lifecycle 
using data, analytics, 
simulations and 
emulations 

CYBERSECURITY

MES / MOM (Manufacturing 
Execution System / 
Manufacturing Operations 
Management ) IIoT Platform
Aggregate, contextualize 
and display information from 
dissimilar systems 
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Accelerating technology adoption

Construction O&G
Utilities

Chemicals

Education

Manufacturing

Auto

Banking

Tech
Media

There is no question that 
digitalization is going 

to enable us to solve 
problems that in the past 

were not solvable.”
Al Barsophy, chief technology officer  

ArcelorMittal USA

Despite clear benefits, many steel producers 
are facing obstacles to embrace digital 
transformation. Projects may never get 
approval, and if they do, don’t deliver on the 
expected results.

Why is that?

Without a clear business case highlighting 
return of investment (ROI), many projects are 
denied by company leadership. Developing a 
clear strategy roadmap is complex, but missing 
this key step often leaves plans at a standstill.

Other roadblocks to project success involve 
focusing on exciting new technology without 

a clear direction on the problems it will solve. 
Steel companies also struggle with attracting 
talent and developing new skills. A proliferation 
of in-house applications, lack of scalable plans 
and difficultly integrating legacy infrastructure 
is also to blame.

The truth is, steel can still do better 
when it comes to digital transformation 
implementation. Opportunity is being left  
on the table.

COST OPTIMIZATION AND  
PRODUCTIVITY GAINS

COST OPTIMIZATION AND PRODUCTIVITY  
GAINS + CUSTOMER REL ATIONS

REPL ACEMENT OF CONVENTIONAL  
BUSINESS MODELS

“

Mining
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design

operate
m

aintain

innovate INDUSTRY EXPERTISEOPERATIONAL EXPERTISE

TECHNOLOGY EXPERTISEAPPLICATION EXPERTISE

Enabling competencies  
through LifecycleIQ™ Services
To deliver the successful implementation of a project from start to finish, steel companies can 
work with partners to couple their challenges and identify the proper solutions and technologies 
according the where they are in the life of their operations. 

Consulting services Professional services Connected services Field services Workforce services

MAINTAIN 
• Remote assistance
• Managed services
• Safety assessments
• Network support  

services
• Cybersecurity

INNOVATE
Digital transformation 
strategy and roadmap

OPERATE
• Operational analytics
• Process optimization
• Training

DESIGN
• IT / OT integration
• Automation front-end engineering design
• Modernization and migration
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Enabling competencies through consulting services
Approach your projects with a fresh set of eyes. A team of consultants will help  
with the design stage of your Lifecycle and help with decision-making based  
on informed opinions grounded in industry experience.

Consulting services Professional services Connected services Field services Workforce services

Delivering the digital thread that brings The Connected Enterprise to life 

DATA SCIENCE

• Strategy 

• Operations

• Organizational change 
management

• Project and product 
portfolio management 

• Digital twin  

• Product & data lifecycle 
management

• Internet of things (IoT)

• Extended reality (AR/VR)

• Advanced analytics

• Machine learning

• Artificial intelligence

• Automation

• Process management  
and outsourcing

• Managed services

• Applications 

• Support 

• Cloud infrastructure

CONSULTING TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS PROCESS
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CHALLENGE

The user wanted to develop strategies for 
individual divisions and merge those ideas 
into a single corporate strategy and provide 
transparency across the board. The strategy 
needed to align divisional and corporate 
needs and realize the operational benefits  
of digital transformation to achieve  
long-term success.

OUR ANSWER

We leveraged the Rockwell Automation® 
Connected Enterprise framework to perform 
an assessment across enterprise vertical 
integration to develop recommendations, 
business case and roadmap.

The engagement identified and prioritized 
opportunities for digital strategies,  
including IoT and MES projects based on 
business drivers.

Strategy and phased roadmap  
of a steel manufacturer 

CASE STUDY

THE EXPECTED SAVINGS FROM IDENTIFIED  
KEY OPPORTUNITIES ARE:

Improved labor productivity by 8%

Reduced tooling cost by 10%

Reduced scrap by 13%

Reduced downtime by 12%
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CHALLENGE

While updating the plant’s control layer, 
IT teams began considering additional 
opportunities to improve operations. What 
they found was an issue with workforce 
utilization: operators’ attention was divided 
between the process of creating tie plates 
and handling data.

OUR ANSWER

We provided solution integration between 
the control and information layers. 
Data about each batch is sent directly 
from the ControlLogix® controllers to a 
historian. FactoryTalk® VantagePoint® 
EMI software from Rockwell Automation 
then transforms the data from disparate 
sources into digestible information.

Process improvements with 
manufacturing analytics 

CASE STUDY

RESULTS

Before the user deployed the 
manufacturing intelligence platform, 
annual yield was between 86% to 87%. 

By reducing the manual collection and 
reporting of data, and gaining the ability to 
quickly identify issues, yield has increased 
to an average of between 89% and 90%. 
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RESULTS

Complete first cast six days ahead of schedule 

Successful commissioning sequence with  
machine builder and end user

Minimized downtime

Repeatable automated sequences

Improved troubleshooting capabilities 

CHALLENGE

The customer was dealing with aging slab 
caster equipment, an obsolete control 
system, unreliable automatic sequences 
and outdated schematics resulting in high 
downtime. They had an aggressive schedule 
to implement rebuilds.

OUR ANSWER

We upgraded the master controller to a 
redundant ControlLogix® architecture. 
Drives were reconfigured as individual 
drive per motor with a load share algorithm 
implemented in the ControlLogix for improved 

control. We also reviewed the functionality of 
the existing operator stations and designed 
four simplified operator desks with integrated 
HMI. Partner screens were integrated into 
our HMI application to provide a seamless 
solution for better long-term operation and 
maintenance.

The complete system includes over 1000 I/O 
points and 56 drives that were designed for 
start-up, and included detailed testing of the 
application code. Our overall scope included 
installation drawings and supervision of 
installation work as well as commissioning. 

Slab caster rebuilt
CASE STUDY
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RESULTS

Off-spec oven temperature reduced by 4%

Gas consumption reduction of 2%

Ramping up for new product 5x faster

Equipment lifetime improved

Total savings of $120k euro/year

CHALLENGE

The process was difficult to control due to 
many interactions and varying constraints.
Zone temperature variations affect product 
quality and the customer was dealing 
with abundant unnecessary downtime. 
Keeping the strict safety and environmental 
regulations in mind, they also wanted to 
mitigate high energy and maintenance costs.

OUR ANSWER

PlantPAx® MPC running in  
ControlLogix® chassis.

Organic coating line (coating 
oven) process optimization 

CASE STUDY
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